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The formation and closure of aqueous pores in lipid bilayers is a key step in various biophysical
processes. Large pores are well described by classical nucleation theory, but the free-energy land-
scape of small, biologically relevant pores has remained largely unexplored. The existence of small
and metastable “prepores”has been hypothesized decades ago from electroporation experiments, but
resolving metastable prepores from theoretical models remained challenging. Using two complemen-
tary methods – atomistic simulations and self-consistent field theory of a minimal lipid model – we
determine the parameters, for which metastable prepores occur in lipid membranes. Both methods
consistently suggest that pore metastability depends on the relative volume ratio between the lipid
head group and lipid tails: lipids with a larger head-group volume fraction (or shorter saturated
tails) form metastable prepores, whereas lipids with a smaller head-group volume fraction (or longer
unsaturated tails) form unstable prepores.

Lipid membranes define cellular boundaries and are
involved in many cellular processes, several of which in-
clude the formation or closure of aqueous pores in the
membrane. Key functions such as endocytosis and exo-
cytosis, synaptic function, and viral entry into host cells
require the opening or closing of pores [1–4]. Antimicro-
bial peptides kill the cell by forming pores in the bacte-
rial membrane [5]. Apart from such natural processes,
membrane pores have found biotechnological and med-
ical applications. For instance, pores induced by elec-
tric pulses during a method termed electroporation allow
the cellular uptake of drugs, vaccines, or genes (Ref. 6
and references therein). Understanding and manipulat-
ing these processes therefore requires an understanding
of membrane pore formation.

One might expect that once the stress on a membrane
is removed, the pore simply closes. This scenario, how-
ever, is not always observed in electrophysiological or ten-
sion experiments. Instead, long-living membrane defects,
so-called metastable prepores, were reported nearly 40
years ago [7–12]. In experiments, metastable prepores
were indirectly revealed by memory effects [7, 12] and
by flickering conductive events within the lifetime of the
prepore [11]. Hence, a hypothetical free-energy landscape
involving a barrier between an intact membrane and the
prepore has been discussed repeatedly [7, 12, 13], but
only very recently, first by MD simulations [14] and later
by an elastic theory [15], has the concomitant free energy
been explored.

In this paper, we determine the conditions for
metastable prepores using two complementary methods:
(i) potential of mean force (PMF) calculations along a
recently proposed reaction coordinate for pore formation
[14] computed with atomistic molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, and (ii) a minimal, coarse-grained (CG)
model studied by self-consistent field theory (SCFT) and
the string method [16]. We focus on the initial molec-

ular rearrangements of the lipids away from their un-
perturbed configuration in a planar membrane to a hy-
drophilic, head-lined pore. These rearrangements are not
captured by the classical nucleation theory (CNT), where
the free energy of a pore with radius r is defined by

F (r) = 2πrσ − πr2γ. (1)

Here the first term is the cost of forming the edge of a pore
with line tension σ, and the second term quantifies the re-
lief in elastic energy for a membrane under tension γ. For
γ > 0, Eq. (1) predicts a free-energy barrier for rupture
F ∗ = πσ2/γ at a critical radius r∗ = σ/γ, beyond which
the pore indefinitely grows and the membrane ruptures.
We emphasize that the free-energy barrier at r∗ is not the
same as the prepore barrier that we identify in this paper.
Whereas CNT assumes a large, solvent-filled pore with
σ corresponding to a macroscopic membrane edge, the
early structures during pore nucleation will qualitatively
differ and the free-energy contributions cannot be simply
decomposed into the competing edge and elastic terms
given in Eq. (1). The difficulty in describing these early
molecular rearrangements has posed a significant chal-
lenge for resolving the metastable prepore [13, 17], and
most prior studies have focused on the later stages of pore
formation [13, 18–24]. In what follows, we demonstrate
that both our recently proposed reaction coordinate [14]
and the string method applied to a coarse-grained (CG)
lipid model are able to resolve the molecular determinate
for metastable prepore states.

Figs. 1A and B show results for the free-energy pro-
file for prepore formation in tensionless bilayers obtained
using atomistic PMF and coarse-grained string calcula-
tions, respectively. The PMFs are computed along the
recently suggested reaction coordinate ξ [14], where ξ
corresponds to slices in a membrane-spanning cylinder
occupied by polar atoms (see SI Section III B for details)
[68]. ξ ≈ 0.25 and ξ ≈ 1 correspond to an unperturbed
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Figure 1: (A) PMFs of prepore formation from MD
simulations in tensionless phosphatidylcholine
membranes with increasing tail length and tail
unsaturation. The numbers in the legend indicate the
structure of the two tails in format number of carbon
atoms:number of double bonds. (B) MFEP of prepore
formation for a tensionless membrane in coarse-grained
SCFT representation, as a function of position i along
the string. The three curves correspond to increasing
head group volume fraction: fH = NH/(NH + 2NT ).

bilayer and to a fully formed polar defect, respectively
(Figs. 2A, C). ξ is designed to follow the formation of
a continuous polar defect during nucleation, but it does
not capture a subsequent expansion of the pore radius be-
cause all pores with larger radii are projected onto ξ = 1.
The atomistic simulations were conducted with pressure
coupling and without applying any external tension. To
test the effect of the head-to-tail volume ratio, PMFs
are computed for five common phosphatidylcholine (PC)
lipids of increasing tail length and tail unsaturation. We
find that prepores in membranes with short saturated
tails such as DLPC and DMPC (Fig. 1A, red and black,
respectively) are metastable, as evident from the free-
energy minimum at ξ = 1 and the nucleation barrier at
ξ ≈ 0.85, corresponding to the transition state (TS) of
prepore formation (Fig. 2B). Structurally, the TS is char-
acterized by a thin water needle spanning the complete
bilayer, a structure that has been observed previously
[17]. In contrast, lipids with longer tails (DPPC) and
longer, unsaturated tails (POPC and DOPC) form un-
stable prepores, as evident from the absence of a nucle-
ation barrier (Fig. 1A, green, blue, and orange, respec-
tively). Hence, the prepore is metastable only for lipids
with a sufficiently large head-to-tail volume ratio. This
finding is corroborated by PMFs for membranes with
phosphatidylglycerol (PG) instead of PC head groups
(Fig. S1). Indeed, PMFs for PG membranes with short
saturated tails (DLPG and DMPG) exhibit pronounced
nucleation barriers; however, owing to the increased vol-
ume of PG over PC head groups, PMFs for PG mem-
branes even reveal shallow nucleation barriers for lipids
with longer and unsaturated tails (DPPG, POPG, and
DOPG). Free simulations starting from an open pore

Figure 2: (A-C) MD simulation snapshots of a DMPC
membrane: (A) thinned membrane, (B) transition state
of prepore formation, (C) metastable prepore. Water
and head group atoms are shown as red and orange
spheres, respectively, and tail atoms as grey sticks. (D)
Contour plots in cylindrical coordinates of head group
density in atomistic simulations, shown for states
highlighted in the PMF as red dots in Fig. 1A. (E)
Head group density for the CG simulaions for states
highlighted along the MFEP as grey dots in Fig. 1B.

confirm the metastability of pores in DLPC and DMPC,
whereas pores in DPPC, POPC, and DOPC rapidly close
(Fig. S2). In line with previous work [17], the free-energy
difference between the open pore and the flat membrane
also increases with increasing tail length, reflecting that
pores in thicker membranes are increasingly unfavorable.
Notably, we obtain similar PMFs when using an alterna-
tive lipid force field (Fig. S3).

Fig. 1B shows the minimum free-energy path (MFEP)
for pore formation, as computed with the string method
applied to a CG lipid model (see SI Section II). The
string method identifies the MFEP by optimizing the
reaction coordinate of the transition path connecting
any two states on a given free-energy landscape. The
MFEP is plotted as a function of the position along the
string, where i = 0 corresponds to the unperturbed bi-
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layer and i = 1 corresponds to the bilayer with a well-
defined, hydrophilic pore. The position along the string
corresponds to a high dimensional reaction coordinate
described by the collective hydrophilic and hydropho-
bic volume fractions of the CG lipid model. The three
curves represent different head-group volume fractions
fH = NH/(NH + 2NT ), where fH is modulated by in-
creasing the number of head monomers from NH = 13 to
NH = 15 at fixed number of tail monomers 2NT = 28,
yielding membranes with fixed hydrophobic thickness. In
line with the PMFs from MD simulations, the MFEPs in-
dicate metastable pores for large head-to-tail volume ra-
tios (Fig. 1B, magenta and grey) and unstable pores for
small head-to-tail volume ratios (brown). The qualita-
tive agreement between the free-energy profiles obtained
from our two methods suggests that (i) the simplified
CG model captures the overall physics of pore forma-
tion; and (ii) the reaction coordinate used to compute
the PMF from atomistic simulations is a reasonable ap-
proximation of the true MFEP for pore nucleation.

To further explore the lipid rearrangements during
pore formation, in Fig. 2 we show (together with the
simulation snapshots) contour plots of the head-group
density for the atomistic (middle row) and CG (bottom
row) lipids, corresponding to the states highlighted in
Fig. 1. The tail and water densities for the atomistic and
CG simulations are presented in Figs. S4 and S5. Ad-
ditional MD frames for DMPC are presented in Movie
S1. For ξ < 0.8 or i < 0.55, the density profiles (Fig. 2,
left column) reveal an accumulation of head groups and
concomitant thinning of the membrane core. This pro-
cess is unfavorable, and corresponds to an increase in free
energy for all lipids, as shown in Fig. 1. At ξ ≈ 0.85 or
i ≈ 0.6, the free-energy profiles undergo a notable transi-
tion, corresponding to the fusing of hydrated lipid heads
from opposing monolayers and exclusion of lipid tails at
r = 0 to form a hydrophilic stalk through the center of
the bilayer (Fig. 2, middle column). In addition, just
before the hydrophilic stalk, at ξ ≈ 0.85 the atomistic
simulations reveal a penetration of the membrane by a
thin water needle (Fig. 2B).

Following the formation of the hydrophilic stalk, for
ξ > 0.85 or i > 0.6, the densities indicate a pinching
and receding of the hydrophilic stalk to form a solvent-
filled, head-lined pore, which we call the prepore state
(Fig. 2, right column). Whether this process involves an
increase or decrease in free energy depends on how well
the molecular shape of the lipid is able to accommodate
these structural changes. For lipids with shorter, satu-
rated tails (Fig 1A, red and black, respectively) or larger
head-group volume fractions (Fig 1B, magenta and grey,
respectively), this process involves a decrease in free en-
ergy and the prepore is hence more stable than the hy-
drophilic stalk.

Metastability requires, apart from stability with re-
spect to pore resealing, also stability with respect to pore

Figure 3: Free-energy landscape of pore growth
following pore nucleation. (A-C) MD snapshots from
constant area simulations with increasing pore size. (D)
Left: PMF of prepore formation for DMPC, taken from
Fig. 1A. Right: free energy with increasing pore size,
plotted as function of increase of membrane area ∆A at
constant number of lipids, relative to the equilibrium
area in absence of a defect. Green circles refer to the
snapshots of panels A-C.

expansion. Because the line tension must be positive for
a membrane bilayer to be the stable morphology over a
micellar structure [25], i.e. σ > 0, further expansion of
the prepore involves an increase in free energy according
to Eq. (1) with γ = 0. Therefore, we have obtained a
metastable prepore state for the lipids with shorter, sat-
urated tails or larger head-group volume fractions. Note
that while the barrier for the forward process to form
the metastable prepore is on the order of 10 − 20kBT ,
the barrier for the reverse process of resealing the pre-
pore only requires overcoming a much smaller barrier of
1 − 5kBT .

Fig. 3D explicitly shows the metastability of the pre-
pore in DMPC, by combining (i) the PMF for prepore
nucleation starting from a flat membrane, as discussed
above (Fig. 3D, left), with (ii) the PMF for growing
the radius of the prepore towards a large, solvent-filled
pore (Fig. 3D, right), as illustrated in MD snapshots
in Fig. 3A-C. Here, the PMF for growing the pore is
computed from the anisotropy of the pressure tensor in
a series of constant-area simulations (SI Section III E).
The PMF for pore growth, ∆F (∆A), is plotted versus
the increase of the simulation box area, ∆A, relative
to a flat unperturbed membrane. As expected for a
metastable state, ∆F (∆A) exhibits a quadratic regime
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Figure 4: MFEP for fH = 0.32, as a function of the
image number along the string. (A) Different curves
correspond to different membrane tensions γ. (B)
γ = 0.16 is extended to show the second barrier for
membrane rupture.

for ∆A < 7 nm2. Moreover, the line tension, σ, of the
pore edge vanishes for the case of the prepore (Fig. 3D, in-
set), and σ increases with increasing pore size to ∼30 pN,
in reasonable agreement with previous simulations of PC
membranes [26]. The pronounced dependence of the line
tension on pore size has previously been observed [23]
and highlights the breakdown of the CNT assumption of
a constant line tension for such small pores. Notably,
the shape of the overall free-energy landscape in Fig. 3D
agrees qualitatively with the landscape hypothesized by
Abidor et al. nearly 40 years ago [7].

We rationalize the metastability of the prepore by
packing arguments, since metastability correlates with
a large head-to-tail volume ratio fH (see Fig. 1). Be-
cause a large fH has also been associated with positive
spontaneous membrane curvature c0 [27] it might appear
plausible that lipids leading to a larger c0 could better ac-
commodate the curvature at the pore edge. To test such a
hypothesis, we compute the spontaneous curvature c0 of
the CG lipids [69]. For the CG lipids, we find a nearly lin-
ear correlation between fH and c0, which could be taken
as an argument that c0 is a determinant for metastability
(cf. Fig. S6). For atomistic lipids, however, no such sim-
ple correlation is found; the detailed interactions—and
not only the geometrical shape of a lipid—determine c0
[28]. Therefore, in Fig. S7, we show the region of prepore
metastability as a function of fH for the atomistic and
CG lipids.

In contrast to tensionless membranes, membranes un-
der tension exhibit a nucleation barrier for membrane
rupture; see Eq. 1. Here, we test whether tension may
induce metastability of the prepore. i.e., whether tension
may induce a barrier for pore nucleation (in addition to
the well-established barrier for rupture). To this end,
in Fig. 4A we show the MFEP at various tensions for
the CG lipid with fH = 0.32, which forms an unstable
pore in a tension-free membrane (recall Fig. 1B, brown).

However, in line with previous work [23], we find that ten-
sion does not significantly induce prepore metastability.
Instead, tension primarily shifts the transition state for
rupture to smaller radii, namely from the radius of the
CNT description of a macroscopic pore, r∗, to the ra-
dius of the stalk. We find only a narrow parameter range
with two barriers separated by a metastable prepore; see
Fig. 4B, where we have expanded the MFEP for γ = 0.16
to illustrate the additional barrier for membrane rupture.
However, the metastable prepore in this case is extremely
transient, as the reverse barrier to pore resealing is com-
parable to the thermal energy scale, kBT . In fact, using
tension to stabilize prepores is difficult: as one stabilizes
the prepore with respect to the reverse process of reseal-
ing, one destabilizes the prepore with respect to the for-
ward process of rupture. This finding seems compatible
with prediction of a membrane-elasticity theory [29]. In
atomistic simulations, and in agreement with the results
from CG calculations, we find that tension has only a
small effect on metastability of the prepore (see Fig. S8),
providing additional evidence that the lipid shape—and
not the tension—determines pore metastability.

CNT assumes (i) a well-defined pore with constant
line tension, σ, and (ii) that the pore radius, r, serves
as an appropriate reaction coordinate. We have shown
that none of these assumptions holds during nucleation
of a prepore. The string method makes no such assump-
tions for the reaction coordinate and is hence able to
predict MFEPs involving hydrophilic stalks and small,
metastable pores. In Fig. 5 we show a schematic of the
free-energy landscape for pore formation. Note that the
initial stages of the MFEP (red curve) proceed along a
direction orthogonal to the radius, r, rationalizing why
a simple reaction coordinate, such as the pore radius,
fails to capture the initial steps of nucleation. For atom-
istic simulations, our reaction coordinate [14] is capable
of following the early events of pore nucleation, leading
to qualitatively similar free-energy profiles as compared
to the results from the string method.

To conclude, we have used two complementary meth-
ods to derive the physicochemical determinants for
metastable prepores. PMF calculations with atomistic
MD simulations and the string method combined with
SCFT consistently suggest that pore metastability de-
pends primarily on the relative volume ratio between the
lipid head group and lipid tails. Membrane tension has a
minor effect on stabilizing the prepore state. A theoreti-
cal understanding of the stability of the lipid bilayer with
respect to pore formation is important for understanding
natural processes of biological membranes, as well as for
developing lipid compositions that can functionalize vesi-
cles or coatings with controllable and sustained release.
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Figure 5: Schematic of the two-step mechanism
involving a metastable prepore. The MFEP (red) is
drawn on a hypothetical two-dimensional free-energy
landscape. At the early stages, the reaction proceeds in
a direction orthogonal to r.
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